ASGroup - our partner companies

Alongside the national federations which together constitute BusinessEurope, the Corporate Advisory and Support Group offers particular services to a selection of companies in all sectors of activity. These companies enjoy an important status within BusinessEurope.

69 members (October 2019)

- ACCENTURE
- ADECCO GROUP
- ADECCO GROUP
- ALCOA
- ARCELMITTAL
- ARCONIC
- ARCONIC
- BAYER
- BASF
- BOSCH
- BMW
- BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO
- BP Europe
- CATERPILLAR
- CATERPILLAR
- DAIMLER
- EDF
- ENER
- ENI
- EQUIFON
- ERICSSON
- EXXONMOBIL
- FACEBOOK
- FORD
- GE
- GOOGLE
- HEINEKEN
- HENKEL
- HITACHI
- HYUNDAI Motor Company
- HYDRO
- IBM
- INTEL CORPORATION
- JOHNSON & JOHNSON
What can the group offer your company?

An influence on the European decision-making process

- Membership in all BusinessEurope working groups, which determine BusinessEurope positions
- Through these working groups, influence on BusinessEurope positions which strongly effects EU policy-making
- High-level contacts with the EU institutions (Commissioners, Cabinets, MEPs, Ministers)
- Direct contacts with BusinessEurope huge network of member federations
- Participation in four high-level meetings a year, with guests such as Commissioner Heads of Cabinet, Director Generals and MEPs
- Days or other events organised by the European business community: sponsorship at a reduced fee or free of charge, possibility to propose speakers
BusinessEurope is the leading advocate for growth and competitiveness at European level, standing up for companies across the continent and actively campaigning on the issues that most influence their performance. We speak for all-sized enterprises in 35 European countries whose national business federations are our direct members.
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